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Abstract: This paper develops an iterative genetic fuzzy logic controller (GFLC) model to 
adaptively control the transit-preemption signal (TPS) along an arterial with consideration of 
the traffic flows from all approaches. Two transit-preemption strategies, green extension and 
red truncation, are incorporated with simultaneous, progressive, and alternative coordinated 
signal systems. Compared with the signal timing without TPS, the case study shows that the 
GFLC conditional TPS model can curtail the total person-delay by as high as 18.10% while 
the unconditional TPS model can only reduce 14.47% at most. This study also finds that the 
GFLC conditional TPS model performs better in light traffic than in heavy traffic. 
 
Key Words: coordinated signal control, genetic fuzzy logic controller (GFLC), transit- 

preemption signal (TPS) 
 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
 
Transit preemption signal (TPS) is to give transit vehicles, such as trams and buses, passing 
through the signalized intersections on surface roads with preferential treatment. It has 
become prevailing in many metropolitan cites in the world since the first field implementation 
in 1968. The major benefits of TPS include reduction of transit operating costs and emissions 
and increase of transit operating efficiency and schedule reliability. However, TPS can also 
cause remarkable negative impacts on the traffic from competing approaches. Without 
detailed evaluation and careful design for the signal timing, the benefits of TPS may be 
largely offset by its disadvantages. Some previous TPS studies investigated the benefits and 
impacts of field implemented TPS with before-and-after analysis (e.g. Elias, 1976, Cottinet et 
al., 1979; Hunter-Zaworski et al., 1995). Some others evaluated the performance of proposed 
TPS with simulation analysis (e.g. Khasnabis et al., 1993; Sunkari et al., 1995; Cisco and 
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Khasnabis, 1995; Dion et al., 2004). Only few focused on the optimal design of TPS 
(Jacobson and Sheffi, 1981; Chang et al., 1996; Chiou et al., 2003). 
 
For instance, Jacobson and Sheffi (1981) developed an optimal pre-timed signal model to minimize 
the total delay of both buses and other vehicles with bus-preemption strategies, however the pre-timed 
model was not adaptive. Chang et al. (1996) proposed an adaptive bus-preemption control mechanism 
depending on the net benefit of green extension. The net benefit is evaluated by the delay reduction of 
other vehicles, passengers and bus schedule. Chiou et al. (2003) proposed an iterative genetic fuzzy 
logic controller (GFLC) bus-preemption strategy to minimize the total person-delays at an isolated 
signalized intersection. To the best of authors’ knowledge, very little has extended TPS to a signalized 
arterial with coordinated signal systems mainly because of the complicated nature of the 
problem. The major challenge for TPS along a signalized arterial is the synchronization of 
sequential signal timing plans because the overall performance of a signalized arterial is not 
guaranteed even if the TPS for each intersection is optimized independently. 
 
The present paper extends Chiou’s isolated-intersection TPS model (Chiou et al., 2003) to an 
arterial by incorporating with iterative GFLC method. The control performance of arterial 
TPS under different traffic conditions and signal coordinated system are compared. The 
remaining parts are organized as follows: section 2 gives a brief introduction to unconditional 
and conditional TPS. Section 3 formulates the iterative GFLC model for TPS in a signalized 
arterial. Section 4 exemplifies a case to validate the effectiveness and robustness of the 
proposed model. A field case is further studied. Finally, the concluding remarks and 
suggestions for future studies are addressed. 
 
 
2. TPS CONTROL LOGICS 
 
The strategies for TPS include passive priority, green extension, red truncation (early green), 
actuated transit phase, phase insertion, phase rotation, and adaptive/real-time control (ITS 
America, 2002). Except for the passive priority strategy, the remaining are all active 
treatments that require real-time arrival information of transits and other vehicles in 
implementing the TPS. Because green extension and red truncation are most commonly 
adopted, this paper will also employ these two strategies in designing the arterial TPS. The 
green extension strategy is activated only in the green phases to conclude an extension green 
time as a transit vehicle approaching to the intersection; while the red truncation strategy is 
activated only in the red phases to shorten the present red time as a transit vehicle 
approaching to the intersection. 
 
2.1 Unconditional TPS 
 
The unconditional TPS is to activate the TPS whenever a transit vehicle actuates the detector 
near the intersection, without consideration of the traffic flow conditions from different 
approaches. If the green extension and red truncation strategies are implemented, the control 
logic of unconditional TPS includes the following two rules (depicted in Figure 1): 
 
Rule 1: In the green phase, IF GR < Ts, THEN implement green extension strategy. Let Gext = 

Ts - GR where, GR represents the remaining green time at the moment when a transit 
vehicle actuates the detector. Ts represents the time needed for a transit vehicle 
traveling from the detector to the far-side stop line of the intersection. Gext represents 
the green extension time. 
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Rule 2: In the red phase, IF (RR + AR) > Ts, THEN implement red truncation strategy. Let 

RR+AR= Ts, where RR represents the remaining red time when a transit actuates the 
detector; and AR represents all-red time. 

 
To avoid serious disorder of original signal timing plans, the abovementioned control logic 
rules are implemented under the following conditions: (1) If the phase comes to a transition 
period, such as all-red, it will not activate any strategy. (2) The total green extension time 
should not exceed the maximal green time (Gmax). (3) The red time after truncated should not 
be less than the minimal green time (Gmin). (4) No compensation mechanism is provided. (5) 
All parameters, such as Ts, Gmax and Gmin are given. 
 

Figure 1. Unconditional TPS Control Logic 
 
2.2 Conditional TPS for an Isolated Intersection 
 
The conditional TPS for an isolated intersection proposed by Chiou et al. (2003) is to 
conclude a decision for implementing TPS by GFLC model with the consideration of the 
traffic flow conditions in all intersection approaches so as to minimize the total person delays. 
Namely, the transit priority may not always be provided when a transit vehicle actuates the 
detector. The logics are described as rules 3 and 4 (depicted in Figure 2). 
 
Rule 3: In the green phase, IF GR < Ts AND NE ≥  0.5, THEN implement green extension 

strategy. Let Gext = Ts - GR, where NE represents the necessity to implement TPS, 
which is concluded by the GFLC with the consideration of the traffic flow conditions 
in all intersection approaches. Its value ranges from 0 to 1. Thus, the green extension 
strategy is implemented only if NE ≥  0.5. 

 
Rule 4: In the red phase, IF (RR + AR) > Ts AND NE ≥  0.5, THEN implement red 

truncation strategy. Let RR + AR = Ts. Likewise, the red truncation strategy is 
implemented only if NE ≥  0.5. 

 
To avoid serious disorder of original signal timing plans, the abovementioned control logic 
rules are implemented under the same conditions of unconditional control logic. 
 

All
Red Red phase

TS

Phase line

: Implement green extension strategy while transit actuates detector during this period.Notes:
: Implement red truncation strategy while transit actuates detector during this period.

: Do not implement any transit-preemption strategy while transit actuates detector during this period.

All
Red Green phaseGreen phase

TS

Gmin

Decision line
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Figure 2. Conditional TPS Control Logic for An Intersection 
 
2.3 Conditional TPS along an Arterial 
 
This paper extends the aforementioned model of Chiou et al. (2003) to a signalized arterial. 
For synchronizing the signal control of sequential intersections, three coordinated signal 
systems including simultaneous, alternate, and progressive systems are considered. For ease 
of comparison, the cycle times of these three systems are assumed identical and unchanged. 
The simultaneous system implements exactly the same signal timing plans simultaneously in 
sequential intersections without time lag (offset). The progressive system implements these 
plans with offset. The alternative system implements two timing plans with inverse green and 
red time. The TPS control logic is further incorporated into these three coordinated signal 
systems. The traffic flow conditions of downstream intersection are determined by the 
upstream traffic flows and upstream signal control results (depicted in Figure 3). 
 

Figure 3. Conditional TPS along An Arterial under Three Coordinated Signal Systems 
 
 
3. THE ITERATIVE GFLC MODEL 
 
The fitness function, encoding methods, genetic operators, iterative evolution algorithm, and 
state/control variables of the proposed iterative GFLC model for a signalized arterial are 
explained as follows. 
 
3.1 Fitness Value 
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All
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Phase line

: Implement GFLC inference while transit actuates detector during this period.Notes:
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The performance of signal control at intersections are frequently measured in terms of total 
number of stopped vehicles, proportion of stopped vehicles, average vehicle delays and total 
vehicle delays, etc. This paper aims to minimize the total person delays (TPD) to manifest the 
implementation of TPS. Thus, the fitness function of GAs can be defined as f=1/TPD. 
Previous studies usually employ traffic simulation software, such as CORSIM, to evaluate the 
performance of signal control models; however, it would be too time-consuming for the 
evolution of genetic generations. This paper employs an analytical approach with fluid 
approximation to estimate the total vehicle delays, which are the entire areas between 
cumulative arrival and departure curves, and then to acquire the TPD by multiplying the 
preset loading factors. To simplify the analysis, the paper neglects the turning traffic and 
assumes the arrival traffic patterns at downstream intersections the same as the departure 
traffic patterns at the upstream intersection after a horizontal shift. Figure 4 illustrates the 
estimation of vehicle delay for simultaneous system of two adjacent intersections. 
 

Figure 4. Estimation of Vehicle Delays 
 
3.2 Encoding Method for Logic Rules 
 
Each logic rule is represented by one gene and its linguistic degree of control variable is 
indicated by the value of the corresponding gene. Taking two state variables and one control 
variable as an example, if each variable has five linguistic degrees (NL: negative large, NS: 
negative small, ZE: zero, PS: positive small, PL: positive large), then the chromosome length 
is 25. Genes take the integers from 0 to 5, where 0 represents the exclusion of the rules; other 
numbers indicate the inclusion of the rules and the linguistic degrees of control variable. This 
encoding method is depicted in Figure 5. A chromosome with gene sequence of 
0002040010000001000030000, for example, will represent the following five logic rules 
being selected. 
 

Rule 1: IF x1 = NL and x2 = PS  THEN  y = NS 
Rule 2: IF x1 = NS and x2 = NL  THEN  y = PS 
Rule 3: IF x1 = NS and x2 = PS  THEN  y = NL 
Rule 4: IF x1 = PS and x2 = NL  THEN  y = NL 
Rule 5: IF x1 = PL and x2 = NL  THEN  y = ZE 

Σv

Time

R

Simultaneous coordinated direction

AR AR G RAR AR G RARG

       Arrival curve at upstream intersection
       Departure curve at downstream intersection
       Arrival curve at upstream intersection
       Departure curve at downstream intersection

Travel time between 
intersections
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x 1
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P S

x 2
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g1 g13 g25g2 ••• •••

  0  → Not included
  1 → Y = NL
  2 → Y = NS
  3 → Y = ZE
  4 → Y = PS
  5 →  Y = PL  

Figure 5. Encoding Method for Logic Rules  
 
3.3 Encoding Method for Membership Function 
 
Consider a triangle fuzzy number and let parameters ck

r, ck
c and ck

l respectively represent the 
coordinates of right anchor, cortex and left anchor of kth linguistic degree. Then 15 parameters 
need to be calibrated for a variable with five linguistic degrees. Furthermore, it is assumed 
that the first and last degrees of fuzzy numbers are left- and right-skewed triangles, 
respectively and that the others are isosceles triangles as shown in Figure 6. Therefore, a 
variable with five linguistic degrees has eight parameters to be calibrated and their orders are: 

min112
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where cmax and cmin are the maximum and minimum values of the variable, respectively. The 
orders between c5

l and c3
r, c4

 l and c2
 r, c3

 l and c1 r are indeterminate. In order to tune these 
eight parameters, nine position variables r1 ~ r9 are designed as follows: 

θ×+= 1min2 rccl
 (3) 

θ×+= 221 rcc lr
 (4) 

θ×+= 323 rcc ll
 (5) 

θ×+= 4312 },max{ rccc lrr
 (6) 

θ×+= 5314 },max{ rccc lrl
 (7) 
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 (8) 

θ×+= 7425 },max{ rccc lrl
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θ×+= 8534 },max{ rccc lrr
 (10) 

where 

∑
=

−
= 9

1

minmax )(

i
ir

cc
θ . 

 
To achieve two significant digits, each position variable is represented by four real-coding 
genes also depicted in Figure 6. The maximum value of the position variables is 99.99 and the 
minimum value is 0. Thus, in the example of two state variables and one control variable 
(each with five linguistic degrees), the chromosome is composed of 108 genes. 
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Figure 6. Encoding Method for Membership Functions 
 
3.4 Genetic Operators 
 
This paper employs the max-min-arithmetical crossover proposed by Herrera et al. (1995) and 
the non-uniform mutation proposed by Michalewicz (1992). In the max-min-arithmetical 
crossover, let Gw

t ={ gw1
t ,…, gwk

t ,…, gwK
t } and Gv

t ={ gv1
t ,…, gvk

t ,…, gvK
t } be two 

chromosomes selected for crossover, the following four offsprings will be generated (Herrera 
et al., 1995): 

G1
t+1  = aGw

t + (1-a)Gv
t (11) 

G2
t+1  = aGv

t + (1-a)Gw
t  (12) 

G3
t+1 with g3k

t+1=min{gwk
t, gvk

t} (13) 

G4
t+1 with g4k

t+1=max{gwk
t, gvk

t} (14) 
where a is a parameter (0 < a < 1) and  t is the number of generations. In the non-uniform 
mutation, let Gt = { g1

t ,…, gk
t ,…, gK

t } be a chromosome and the gene gk
t be selected for 

mutation (the domain of gk
t is [gk

l, gk
u]), the value of gk

t+1 after mutation can be computed as 
follows: 
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(15)

 
where b randomly takes a binary value of 0 or 1. The function ),( zt∆  returns a value in the 
range of [0, z] such that the probability of ),( zt∆  approaches to 0 as t increases: 

)1(),( )/1( hTtrzzt −−=∆  (16) 
where r is a random number in the interval [0,1], T is the maximum number of generations 
and h is a given constant. In Eq. (15), the value returned by ),( zt∆  will gradually decrease as 
the evolution progresses. 
 
3.5 Iterative Evolution Algorithm 
 
The iterative evolution algorithm for selecting the logic rules and tuning the membership 

c 1
l  
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1
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μ

P S

0
c 2

l c 1
r  c 3

l  c 4
l  c 5

l  c 2
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functions is similar to a bi-level mathematical programming (Chiou and Lan, 2005). The 
upper level is to solve the composition of logic rules using the membership functions tuned by 
the lower level. The lower level is to determine the shape of membership functions using the 
logic rules learned from the upper level. Consider an FLC with n state variables x1, x2 ,…, xn 
and one control variable y, each with d1, d2.,…, dn and dn+1 linguistic degrees. Assume that the 
membership functions of all linguistic degrees to be triangle-shaped. The iterative evolution 
algorithm is structured as follows: 
 
Step 0: Initialization: s=1. 
Step 1: Selecting logic rules. 

Step 1-1: Generating an initial population with p chromosomes. Each chromosome has 

∏
=

n

i
id

1

genes, and each gene randomly takes one integer from the interval [0, dn+1]. 

Step 1-2: Calculating the fitness values of all chromosomes based on incumbent shapes of 
membership functions. 

Step 1-3: Selection. 
Step 1-4: Crossover. 
Step 1-5: Mutation. 
Step 1-6: Testing the stop condition. The stop condition is set based on whether the mature 

rate (the proportion of same chromosome in a population) has reached a given 
constant η. If so, proceed to Step 2; otherwise go to Step 1-3. 

Step 2: Tuning membership functions. 
Step 2-1: Generating an initial population with p chromosomes. Each chromosome has 

36(n+1) genes and each gene randomly takes one integer from the interval [0, 9]. 
Step 2-2: Calculating the fitness values of all chromosomes based on the incumbent 

combination of logic rules. 
Step 2-3: Selection. 
Step 2-4: Crossover. 
Step 2-5: Mutation. 
Step 2-6: Testing the stop condition. Let fs be the largest fitness among the population for the 

sth evolution epoch. The stop condition is set based on whether the mature rate has 
reached a given constant η. If so, proceed to Step 3 and let s=s+1; otherwise go to 
Step 2-3. 

Step 3: Testing the stop condition. If (fs+1 - fs) ≦ε, where ε is an arbitrary small number, then 
stop. Incumbent combination of logic rules and shapes of membership functions are 
the optimal learning results. Otherwise, go to Step 1. 

 
3.6 State/Control Variables 
 
This paper uses total traffic flows (TF) at all intersections in green phase and total queue 
length (QL) at all intersections in red phase as the state variables and necessity for 
implementing TPS (NE) as the control variable. These variables are assumed with five 
linguistic degrees represented by triangle membership functions. This makes a total of 125 
potential logic rules. With one gene for each rule, there would be 25 genes in a chromosome; 
thus, a total of 36 position parameters would be required for tuning the membership functions. 
With four genes in each parameter, there would be 108 genes in a chromosome. 
 
Implementation of the proposed iterative GFLC model requires three real-time traffic 
information: arrival of transit, traffic flow in the green-phase direction and queue length in the 
red-phase direction. Thus, all transit vehicles are required to equip with such device as GPS to 
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provide the information of arrival. On the other hand, in order to collect the information of 
traffic flow and queue length of other vehicles, two sets of detectors acting as check-in and 
check-out points are also required on all lanes in all approaches. The former detector set can 
be located near the stop line of the intersection to count the number of departing vehicles; the 
later detector set can be at a certain distant point from the stop line to count the number of 
arriving traffic. The queue length is thus determined by the difference of these two counting 
results. In practice, the distance between these two sets of detectors requires proper design to 
accommodate the possible maximum queue length. 
 
 
4. A TESTED EXAMPLE 
 
4.1 Data and Parameters 
 
To investigate the effectiveness of the proposed GFLC model, an example of two consecutive 
intersections with configuration in Figure 7 is demonstrated. Assume that the intersection has 
two lanes in each approach with saturation flow 1800 pcu/hr/lane. The five-minute flow rates 
in different approaches are given (Figure 8), in which traffic pattern in south, west and east 
directions are assumed constant. A distinguished peak traffic patterns are given in north 
direction. 
 
The parameters of the GFLC model are set as: population size=50, crossover rate=0.7, 
mutation rate=0.01, a=0.35, h=0.5, η=80%, ε=0.001, and the center of gravity method is 
employed for defuzzification. The cycle length and green time of pre-timed signal are 
determined by Webster’s minimum delay model as 106 and 60 seconds. The other parameters 
are set as Gmax=120 seconds, Gmin=20 seconds, AR=3 seconds and average loading factors for 
private car and bus are 2 and 40 persons, respectively. Offset for progressive coordinated 
signal is assumed 20 seconds, equal to the traveling time between the two intersections. 
 

TF1

TF1

QL1

QL1

TF2

TF2

QL2

QL2

Arterial coordinative direction:

North

 
Figure 7. The Intersections Configuration of The Tested Example 
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Figure 8. The Flow Rates of The Tested Example 
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4.2 Learning Results 
 
The GFLC conditional TPS are implemented under three coordinated signal systems 
(simultaneous, progressive, and alternate) and two TPS strategies (green extension and red 
truncation). Thus, a total of 6 sets of GFLC models are required to learn. Taking the GFLC 
model with green extension strategy under progressive system as an example, the learning 
process is depicted in Figure 9. Note that the GFLC model converges after 4 iterative 
evolutions with 117 generations progressed where the value of TPD decreases from 904.03 to 
897.44 person-hours. The small improvement in the objective values for different iterations 
suggests that GFLC almost achieves the optimum at the first iterative evolution. The selected 
logic rules and the tuned membership functions are presented in Table 1 and Figure 10. As 
shown in Table 1, a total of 18 logic rules are selected. These selected rules reveal that if TF is 
large (“PL” or “PS”) and QL is small (“NL” or “NS”), then NE is necessary (“PL”), which 
concurs with the anticipation.  
 

894

896

898

900

902

904

906

1 11 21 31 41 51 61 71 81 91 101 111

Generations

TPD

 
RB-# represents the #th evolution of selecting logic rules. DB-# represents the #th 
evolution of tuning membership functions. 

Figure 9. Learning Process of GFLC (Green Extension Progressive System) 
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Figure 10. Tuned Membership Functions of GFLC (Green Extension Progressive System) 
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4.3 Comparisons 
 
Three signal control models -- without TPS, with unconditional TPS and with GFLC 
conditional TPS are respectively applied to this tested example and their control performances 
are reported in Table 2. In term of total person-delay, progressive system has the best 
performance, followed by simultaneous system, and then by alternate system. Compared to 
the model without TPS, the unconditional TPS model can curtail the total person-delay by 
12.77% to 14.47% under the simultaneous or progressive system with green extension or red 
truncation strategies, but will increase total person-delay by 8.59% to 8.84% under the 
alternate system. In contrast, the GFLC conditional TPS model can reduce the total 
person-delay by 15.42% to 18.10% under simultaneous or progressive system, and can also 
slightly reduce the total person-delay by 0.19% under the alternate system. Similar results are 
observed in red truncation strategy which performs slightly better than the green extension 
strategy. Overall, the GFLC conditional TPS model performs better than the unconditional 
TPS model under three coordinated systems and two strategies; however, unconditional TPS 
model would reduce larger amount of buses delay but smaller amount of other vehicles delay 
than the GFLC conditional TPS model. 
 

Table 2. Total Person-delay for Different Coordinated Systems and TPS Strategies 
With TPS TPS 

strategies 
Coordinated 

systems 
Types of 
vehicles Without TPS Unconditional GFLC conditional
Buses 132.0 116.0 (12.12%) 111.0 (15.91%)

Other vehicles 1027.2 895.2 (12.85%) 869.5 (15.35%)Simultaneous
All vehicles 1159.2 1011.2 (12.77%) 980.5 (15.42%)

Buses 78.2 51.3 (34.40%) 50.1 (35.93%)
Other vehicles 1001.7 872.3 (12.92%) 846.8 (15.46%)Progressive

All vehicles 1079.9 923.6 (14.47%) 896.9 (16.95%)
Buses 284.0 260.0 (8.45%) 264.2 (6.97%)

Other vehicles 2630.6 2912.2 (-10.70%) 2645.0 (-0.55%)

Green 
extension 

Alternate 
All vehicles 2914.6 3172.2 (-8.84%) 2909.2 (0.19%)

Buses 132.0 100.0 (24.24%) 113.3 (14.17%)
Other vehicles 1027.2 895.2 (12.85%) 840.1 (18.21%)Simultaneous

All vehicles 1159.2 995.2 (14.15%) 953.4 (17.75%)
Buses 78.2 52.2 (33.25%) 64.3 (17.77%)

Other vehicles 1001.7 872.9 (12.86%) 820.1 (18.13%)Progressive
All vehicles 1079.9 925.1 (14.33%) 884.4 (18.10%)

Buses 284.0 244.0 (14.08%) 284.0 (0.00%)
Other vehicles 2630.6 2921.0 (-11.04%) 2630.6 (0.00%)

Red 
truncation 

Alternate 
All vehicles 2914.6 3165.0 (-8.59%) 2914.6 (0.00%)

Note: Figures in parenthesis represent the percentages of person-delay reduced, comparing to the model without 
TPS. The unit of person-delay is person-hour. 

 
4.4 Sensitivity Analyses 
 
4.4.1 Varying vehicle loading factors 
 
To investigate the performances of different TPS strategies with different bus loading factors, 
a sensitivity analysis is conducted by keeping the loading factor for other vehicles unchanged. 
To avoid lengthy presentation, only the results of progressive coordinated system are reported 
in Table 3. As anticipated, as the bus loading factor gets higher, the effectiveness of 
unconditional TPS model in reducing the total person-delay would be enhanced under both 
green extension and red truncation strategies; but the effectiveness of GLFC conditional TPS 
model would be enhanced only under green extension strategy. Nonetheless, the performances 
of GFLC conditional TPS model are still superior to unconditional TPS model for all loading 
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factors analyzed. The opposite results would be found should one vary the loading factors of 
other vehicles and keep the bus loading factor unchanged. 
 

Table 3. Sensitivity Analysis for Varying Bus Loading Factors (Progressive Coordinated 
System) 

With TPS TPS 
strategies 

Bus loading 
factors 

Types of 
vehicles Without TPS Unconditional GFLC conditional
Buses 39.1 25.7 (34.27%) 24.9 (36.32%)

Other vehicles 1001.7 872.5 (12.90%) 847 (15.44%)20 
All vehicles 1040.8 898.2 (13.70%) 871.9 (16.23%)

Buses 58.7 38.5 (34.41%) 39.3 (33.05%)
Other vehicles 1001.7 872.5 (12.90%) 845.1 (15.63%)30 

All vehicles 1060.4 911 (14.09%) 884.4 (16.60%)
Buses 78.2 51.3 (34.40%) 50.1 (35.93%)

Other vehicles 1001.7 872.3 (12.92%) 846.8 (15.46%)40 
All vehicles 1079.9 923.6 (14.47%) 896.9 (16.95%)

Buses 97.8 64.2 (34.36%) 61.3 (37.32%)
Other vehicles 1001.7 872.5 (12.90%) 847.9 (15.35%)50 

All vehicles 1099.5 936.7 (14.81%) 909.2 (17.31%)
Buses 117.3 77.0 (34.36%) 74.3 (36.66%)

Other vehicles 1001.7 872.5 (12.90%) 847 (15.44%)

Green 
extension 

60 
All vehicles 1119 949.5 (15.15%) 921.3 (17.67%)

Buses 39.1 26.1 (33.25%) 33.8 (13.55%)
Other vehicles 1001.7 872.9 (12.86%) 817.7 (18.37%)20 

All vehicles 1040.8 899.0 (13.62%) 851.5 (18.19%)
Buses 58.7 39.1 (33.39%) 48.2 (17.89%)

Other vehicles 1001.7 872.9 (12.86%) 820.1 (18.13%)30 
All vehicles 1060.4 912.0 (13.99%) 868.3 (18.12%)

Buses 78.2 52.2 (33.25%) 64.3 (17.77%)
Other vehicles 1001.7 872.9 (12.86%) 820.1 (18.13%)40 

All vehicles 1079.9 925.1 (14.33%) 884.4 (18.10%)
Buses 97.8 65.2 (33.33%) 83.9 (14.21%)

Other vehicles 1001.7 872.9 (12.86%) 817.6 (18.38%)50 
All vehicles 1099.5 938.1 (14.68%) 901.5 (18.01%)

Buses 117.3 78.3 (33.25%) 100.2 (14.58%)
Other vehicles 1001.7 872.9 (12.86%) 818.8 (18.26%)

Red 
truncation 

60 
All vehicles 1119.0 951.2 (15.00%) 919.0 (17.87%)

Note: Figures in parenthesis represent the percentages of person-delay reduced, comparing to the model without 
TPS. The unit of person-delay is person-hour. 

 
4.4.2 Varying traffic demands 
 
The variations of traffic demands in all approaches are examined by increasing the original 
traffic (called medium demand) for both arterial and minor streets by 20% (called high 
demand) and decreasing by 20% (called low demand). Since the progressive system performs 
better than the other two systems in the medium demand case, only the results of progressive 
system are reported in Table 4. Note that both unconditional and conditional TPS models 
perform better in low demand than in high demand. The unconditional TPS model performs 
worse than the model without TPS in high demand. In contrast, the conditional TPS can still 
achieve the lowest total person-delay under these three scenarios, although only slight 
improvement has been made in high demand. These findings are consistent with the 
conclusions of Chiou’s et al. (2003) work, which analyzed only an isolated intersection case. 
 
Moreover, the variations of traffic demands in minor approaches are examined by increasing 
the original traffic (medium demand) by 20% (high demand) and decreasing by 20% (low 
demand). The results of progressive system are reported in Table 5. Similarly, both 
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unconditional and conditional TPS models perform better in low demand than in high demand. 
Unconditional TPS model performs much worse than the model without TPS in high demand. 
The conditional TPS still outperforms in these three traffic demands although only a slight 
improvement is made in high demand. These findings also concur with Chiou’s et al. (2003) 
findings for an isolated intersection study. 

 
Table 4. Sensitivity Analysis for Varying Traffic Demands in All Approaches (Progressive 

Coordinated System) 
With TPS TPS 

strategies 

Traffic 
demands in all 

approaches

Types of 
vehicles 

Without TPS 
Unconditional GFLC conditional 

Buses 99.2 68.2 (31.25%) 96.1 (3.13%)
Other vehicles 2468.3 3254.8 (-31.86%) 2421.3 (1.90%)

High 
 demand All vehicles 2567.5 3323.0 (-29.43%) 2517.4 (1.95%)

Buses 78.2 51.3 (34.40%) 50.1 (35.93%)
Other vehicles 1001.7 872.3 (12.92%) 846.8 (15.46%)

Medium 
demand All vehicles 1079.9 923.6 (14.47%) 896.9 (16.95%)

Buses 80.0 52.0 (35.00%) 53.3 (33.38%)
Other vehicles 273.6 243.0 (11.18%) 231.3 (15.46%)

Green 
extension 

Low  
demand All vehicles 353.6 295.0 (16.57%) 284.6 (19.51%)

Buses 99.2 67.0 (32.46%) 98.8 (0.40%)
Other vehicles 2468.3 6462.2 (-161.81%) 2465.8 (0.10%)

High 
 demand All vehicles 2567.5 6529.2 (-154.30%) 2564.6 (0.11%)

Buses 78.2 52.2 (33.25%) 64.3 (17.77%)
Other vehicles 1001.7 872.9 (12.86%) 820.1 (18.13%)

Medium 
demand All vehicles 1079.9 925.1 (14.33%) 884.4 (18.10%)

Buses 80.0 52.0 (35.00%) 65.2 (18.50%)
Other vehicles 273.6 230.4 (15.79%) 209.8 (23.32%)

Red 
truncation 

Low  
demand All vehicles 353.6 282.4 (20.14%) 275.0 (22.23%)

Note: Figures in parenthesis represent the percentages of person-delay reduced, comparing to the model without 
TPS. The unit of person-delay is person-hour. 

 
Table 5. Sensitivity Analysis for Varying Traffic Demands in Minor Streets (Progressive 

Coordinated System) 
With TPS 

TPS 
strategies 

Traffic 
demands in 

minor streets

Types of 
vehicles 

Without TPS 
Unconditional GFLC conditional 

Buses 80.0 52.0 (35.00%) 80.0 (0.00%)
Other vehicles 2343.6 3442.8 (-46.90%) 2343.6 (0.00%)

High 
 demand All vehicles 2423.6 3494.8 (-44.20%) 2423.6 (0.00%)

Buses 78.2 51.3 (34.40%) 50.1 (35.93%)
Other vehicles 1001.7 872.3 (12.92%) 846.8 (15.46%)

Medium 
demand All vehicles 1079.9 923.6 (14.47%) 896.9 (16.95%)

Buses 80.0 52.0 (35.00%) 48.9 (38.88%)
Other vehicles 956.8 809.0 (15.45%) 786.9 (17.76%)

Green 
extension 

Low  
demand All vehicles 1036.8 861.0 (16.96%) 835.8 (19.39%)

Buses 80.0 52.0 (35.00%) 76.2 (4.75%)
Other vehicles 2343.6 3976.0 (-69.65%) 2345.1 (-0.06%)

High 
 demand All vehicles 2423.6 4028.0 (-66.20%) 2421.3 (0.09%)

Buses 78.2 52.2 (33.25%) 64.3 (17.77%)
Other vehicles 1001.7 872.9 (12.86%) 820.1 (18.13%)

Medium 
demand All vehicles 1079.9 925.1 (14.33%) 884.4 (18.10%)

Buses 80.0 52.0 (35.00%) 66.1 (17.38%)
Other vehicles 956.8 781.8 (18.29%) 731.2 (23.58%)

Red 
truncation 

Low  
demand All vehicles 1036.8 833.8 (19.58%) 797.3 (23.10%)

Note: Figures in parenthesis represent the percentages of person-delay reduced, comparing to the model without 
TPS. The unit of person-delay is person-hour. 
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5. A FIELD CASE 
 
We apply the proposed iterative GFLC model to a real case of two adjacent intersections in 
Ren-ai arterial intersected at Jinshan South Road and Hangzhou South Road of Taipei City. 
Figure 11 depicts the configuration of this arterial and two minor streets, in which Ren-ai 
Road is a westbound one-way arterial with 8 lanes including two bus-exclusive lanes (one of 
which is in contra-flow direction), Jinshan S. Rd. has 3 lanes northbound and 4 lanes 
southbound, and Hangzhou S. Rd. is a northbound one-way street with 3 lanes. Five-minute 
flow rates during the morning peak hours from 7:00 a.m. to 9:00 a.m. are surveyed as shown 
in Figure 12. The current timing plan in Ren-ai arterial is 60 seconds green, 50 seconds red, 3 
seconds all-red with 20 seconds offset. Average loading factors are 2 and 40 persons for each 
car and each bus. 
 
The results are shown in Table 6. Compared to the model without TPS, the unconditional TPS 
model can curtail considerable amount of person-delay for buses; however, the overall 
performance is deteriorated by 13.70% (green extension) and by 94.09% (red truncation) if all 
vehicles (buses and cars) are taken into account. In contrast, GFLC conditional TPS model 
can reduce total person-delay by 7.10% (green extension) and 10.61% (red truncation) for all 
vehicles in this field case.  
 

TF1

QL1

QL1

TF2

QL2

Arterial coordinative direction:

West
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Rd.

Jinshan S.
Rd.

Hangzhou S.
Rd.

Bus exclusive laneBus exclusive lane

Bus exclusive lane Bus exclusive lane

 
Figure 11. The Configuration of Arterial Intersections in The Field Case 
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Figure 12. Observed Flow Rates at The Intersections in The Field Case 
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Table 6. Total Person-delays of Three Models in The Field Case 

With TPS TPS strategies Types of vehicles Current timing plan
(Without TPS) Unconditional TPS GFLC conditional TPS

Buses 101.3 71.3 (29.62%) 71.6 (29.32%)
Other vehicles 260.7 340.3 (-30.53%) 264.7 (-1.53%)Green extension 

All vehicles 362.0 411.6 (-13.70%) 336.3 (7.10%)
Buses 101.3 58.9 (41.86%) 75.3 (25.67%)

Other vehicles 260.7 643.7 (-146.91%) 248.2 (4.79%)Red truncation 
All vehicles 362.0 702.6 (-94.09%) 323.6 (10.61%)

Note: Figures in parenthesis represent the percentages of person-delay reduced, comparing to the model without 
TPS. The unit of person-delay is person-hour. 

 
 
6. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
 
This paper develops an iterative genetic fuzzy logic controller (GFLC) model for adaptively 
controlling the coordinated transit-preemption signals along an arterial with consideration of 
the negative impacts to the traffic in minor streets. Two transit-preemption strategies (green 
extension and red truncation) and three coordinated signal systems (simultaneous, progressive, 
and alternate) are analyzed. The results of the tested example show that, comparing to the 
model without TPS, the GFLC conditional TPS model can curtail the total person-delay 
depending on various preemption strategies and coordinated systems employed; while the 
unconditional TPS model may not reduce the total person-delay in all cases. Obviously, the 
proposed GFLC conditional TPS model outperforms. 
 
As the bus loading factor gets higher, the effectiveness of unconditional TPS model in 
reducing the total person-delay would be enhanced under both green extension and red 
truncation strategies; but the effectiveness of GLFC conditional TPS model would be 
enhanced only under green extension strategy. Nonetheless, the performances of GFLC 
conditional TPS model are still superior to unconditional TPS model for all loading factors 
analyzed. Moreover, by varying the traffic demands, both GFLC conditional TPS model and 
unconditional TPS model would perform better in light traffic than in heavy one. The field 
case study also validates that the proposed GFLC conditional TPS model can reduce total 
person-delay for both green extension and red truncation strategies over the current signal 
timing operation. In conclusion, the tested example and the field case analyses suggest that 
the proposed iterative GFLC model is effective, robust, and applicable to implementing the 
TPS control along an arterial. 
 
The proposed iterative GFLC model separately learns the combination of logic rules and 
shapes of membership functions either for the green extension or for the red truncation 
strategy, because the chromosome would become too lengthy if the model learns both 
strategies jointly. In the future study, more effective and efficient encoding methods in 
selecting the logic rules and tuning the membership functions deserve further exploration. 
Moreover, the interpretation of the learning results of GFLC, including selected logic rules 
and tuned membership functions are worthy of further investigation. If the results cannot 
properly explain an expert’s judgment and decision, the GFLC is just working as a black box. 
Last but not least, the control performance in terms of total person-delay estimated by 
analytical fluid approximation can also be elaborated or evaluated by other appropriate 
simulation software. 
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